We present the analysis of 35.5 square degrees of images in the 1 -0 S(1) line of H 2 from the UK Widefield Infrared Survey for H 2 (UWISH2) towards Cassiopeia and Auriga. We have identified 98 Molecular Hydrogen emission-line Objects (MHOs) driven by Young Stellar Objects, 60 % of which are bipolar outflows and all are new discoveries. We estimate that the UWISH2 extended emission object catalogue contains fewer than 2 % false positives and is complete at the 95 % level for jets and outflows brighter than the UWISH2 detection limit. We identified reliable driving source candidates for three quarters of the detected outflows, 40 % of which are associated with groups and clusters of stars. The driving source candidates are 20 % protostars, the remainder are CTTSs. We also identified 15 new star cluster candidates near MHOs in the survey area.
INTRODUCTION
The formation of stars via disk accretion of material is inevitably related to mass ejection into jets and outflows along the rotational axis of these objects. The outflows from protostars and Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) were first correctly recognised as such by Snell et al. (1980) . Since then numerous studies of these jets and outflows have been conducted to investigate the details of the excitation mechanism, the mass ejection rates, the jet launching, acceleration and collimation, as well as the outflow energetics and timescales (see reviews of e.g. Bachiller (1996) , Richer et al. (2000) , Bally et al. (2007) , Frank et al. (2014) ). However, there are still a number of unsolved questions about the outflow phenomenon. Which factors statistically determine the properties (length, luminosity, formation of the main H2 emission features -knots) of the outflows? Are the properties of the central source (final mass, age) responsible for these or has the environment (density structure in low mass vs. high mass star forming regions) a significant influence? Is the en-E-mail: df@star.kent.ac.uk ergy and momentum feedback from the outflows significant enough to explain the local turbulent energy near the forming stars and are the jets and outflows able to terminate the star formation process locally? In order to answer these and similar questions, we need to observationally establish the number of jets and outflows from young stars in the Galactic plane and to determine their average properties.
The first truly large scale work to identify all jets and outflows in a star forming region via an unbiased survey was done in Orion A by Stanke et al. (2002) . They utilised the molecular hydrogen rovibrational 1 -0 S(1) transition at 2.122 µm. This line is a proven excellent tracer of hot (T∼2000 K) and dense (n 10 3 cm −3 ) gas excited by the fast shocks (10 − 100 km s −1 ) caused by the interactions of jets and outflows with the surrounding interstellar medium. As the line is in the K-band, it is less influenced by extinction compared to other tracers of these shocks such as optical Hα or [SII] lines, which are the historically used tracers for Herbig-Haro objects. It is usually also stronger than the near infrared (NIR) [FeII] lines, except in strong shocks or purely atomic environments. Observations in other molecular outflow tracers, such as CO or SiO, on large (molecular cloud) scales typically lack the combination of spatial resolution and depth to identify the fainter outflows, which are detectable in the NIR, especially in complex regions along the Galactic plane. Furthermore, the 1 -0 S(1) line flux is proportional to the total outflow luminosity for a range of excitation conditions (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2006) . Note that despite the shock velocity and gas density limitations for the excitation of the 1 -0 S(1) transition, at least some parts of the vast majority of jets and outflows from YSOs are detectable in this line.
After the pioneering work by Stanke et al. (2002) , further searches for jets and outflows in star forming regions have been conducted e.g. by Walawender et al. (2005) , Hatchell et al. (2007) , Davis et al. (2009) and Khanzadyan et al. (2012) . In order to establish a truly unbiased sample of jets and outflows from young stars in the Galaxy, not restricted to nearby, mostly low-mass star forming regions, the UKIRT Widefield Infrared Survey for H2 (UWISH2) was conducted by Froebrich et al. (2011) . In this series of papers we are analysing in detail the identified jets and outflows from young stars in this survey as Molecular Hydrogen emission-line Objects (MHOs) defined in Davis et al. (2010) . Previous works based on UWISH2 data by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012a,b) have concentrated on the Serpens and Aquila region along the plane, while Lee et al. (2012 Lee et al. ( , 2013 have investigated H2 ouflows from Spitzerdetected extended green objects. This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we briefly discuss the data and our analysis procedures such as the identification of the MHOs and and their most likely driving sources. The results, outflow and driving source properties, are then discussed in detail in Sect. 3.
DATA ANALYSIS

UWISH2 data
Our analysis uses data from the UKIRT Widefield Infrared Survey for H2 by Froebrich et al. (2011) and its extension towards the Cygnus X and Cassiopeia/Auriga regions discussed in Froebrich et al. (2015) . All images are taken with the Wide Field Camera (Casali et al. 2007 ) at the UK Infra-Red Telescope. A total exposure time of 720 s per pixel was obtained through the 1 -0 S(1) filter at 2.122 µm. Utilising micro-stepping during the observations, the final images have a pixel size of 0.2 ×0.2 and the typical seeing in the data is 0.8 . Averaged over this typical seeing, the typical 5σ surface brightness detection limit in the data is 4.1 × 10 −19 W m −2 arcsec −2 . In this paper we only analyse the data taken towards the region of Cassiopeia and Auriga. This covers Galactic Longitudes from approximately l = 140
• to l = 155
• and Galactic Latitudes from b = −4
• to b = 3
• . The detailed coverage of the field is shown in Fig. 1 . The observed fields cover a total of 35.46 square degrees. For the entire area we also have broad-band JHK data from the UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007 ) Galactic Plane Survey (Lucas et al. 2008) . The K-band images have been utilised to continuum subtract the H2 images following the procedures described in Lee et al. (2014) .
MHO and driving source identification
The identification of jets and outflows from young stars, or MHOs -as defined in Davis et al. (2010) , and their respective driving sources has been done in the following way: • We selected all H2 emission line features that were catalogued by Froebrich et al. (2015) in the Cassiopeia and Auriga region of UWISH2. There were 51 groups of jets features with a total of 187 individual H2 emission line objects in this area. These groups were originally defined in Froebrich et al. (2015) only based on their spatial distribution. Here we set out to identify the individual outflows in each of these groups.
• Each of the groups was investigated in detail by inspecting the H2-K difference images and JKH2 colour composite images. We tried to assign the individual H2 features in each group to as few as possible jets/outflows. The decision of which H2 emission line object belongs to which potential outflow has been based on the appearance/shape of the emission feature, and the alignment of features with each other and/or the potential driving source. Each identified outflow has subsequently been assigned a unique MHO number. H2 features (or small groups thereof) without an obvious driving source candidate have also been given a unique MHO number if their appearance suggests they represent emission from shocked gas. H2 features that are most likely caused by radiative excitation/fluorescence have been disregarded from any further analysis.
• We also searched the H2-K and JKH2 images near the preselected groups of jet features for objects that have been missed in the original catalogue. These objects were missing as they did not meet the selection criteria in Froebrich et al. (2015) . Most of the identified outflows have one or a few H2 emission knots that have a surface brightness that prevented their inclusion in the original list.
• As MHO coordinates we use the coordinates of the candidate driving source if one can be identified. For MHOs consisting of single or multiple knots without source candidate, the mean coordinates of the knots are used as MHO position.
• Driving source candidates were identified based mainly on their alignment with the potential outflow direction. Furthermore, we considered the NIR or mid-IR colours/detections of potential source candidates as well as the K-band variability and the presence of nebulosities near potential sources. Based on these criteria and the resulting number of potential driving sources nearby, we assigned a likelihood to each identified source that indicates how certain we are that the correct source has been identified for the H2 features. In some cases the position of the suspected driving source is clear, but there is no detection in any catalogue or the literature. In these cases we have manually determined the suspected source position and indicated this scenario with noname as the source identification for the MHO.
Determination of MHO and driving source properties
After the identification of the individual MHOs as outflows or groups of individual H2 features, we grouped the MHOs into a number of categories and determined the properties for each MHO as well as those of the driving sources. The details of this process are as follows:
• MHOs are categorised as either bipolar outflows, single-sided outflows or just an individual/small group of H2 emission knots.
• For all MHOs, sub-features are identified and labelled by letters. We start at one end of the outflow with 'A' and knots are labelled with sequential letters along the outflow axis. For groups of H2 features without a source, there is no systematic pre-described order in which the labelling of the sub-features is done.
• For each identified outflow lobe, the length of the lobe from the potential source to the most distant end of the H2 knot is measured, as well as the position angle of the lobe with respect to the North direction. For all bipolar outflows, the difference of the two position angles from a perfect parallel orientation of the two lobes is calculated.
• For each outflow lobe with more than one H2 emission knot, all the gaps/distances between succeeding knots are measured.
• Photometry is done separately for each H2 knot that has been assigned to any of the MHOs. All knots are outlined with polygons enclosing the area considered to be part of the H2 emission feature and the total integrated flux inside the polygon is measured. Care has been taken to exclude any continuum point sources superimposed on the H2 emission from the flux measurements, and also low surface brightness areas are included, which were not picked up in the automatic H2 feature detection used in Froebrich et al. (2015) . For each MHO a nearby, H2 emission-free area of the image has been selected to estimate the 'local' background flux. The calibration of the fluxes has been done in the same way as described in Froebrich et al. (2015) .
• For each identified MHO driving source we estimate the likelihood that we have selected the correct source, based on the number of nearby potential source candidates and their properties. We also categorise each MHO according to whether it is likely to come from a driving source situated in a cluster or group of stars, or if the potential source is isolated.
• For each driving source the coordinates and designations (e.g. 2MASS, WISE, or IRAS IDs) are collected. If a source is detected in multiple catalogues, we use the coordinates of the object in the catalogue with the shortest wavelengths, as these usually have the highest spatial resolution.
• For each driving source the near-and mid-IR magnitudes from 2MASS, GPS and WISE are collected. We determine the K-band variability for all objects that have more than one K-band magnitude available.
• We utilise the WISE magnitudes to determine the spectral index α of the SED following Majaess (2013) , where positive values denote colder objects and negative values warmer objects. We use the α value to sort the driving source candidates with WISE detections into an age sequence. Hereafter we split the sample into younger and older objects at α = −0.5, which ensures a 50/50 split of the objects into the two groups. Note that the younger sample will hence contain protostars and CTTSs, i.e. the two samples do not represent a split into the two evolutionary stages.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Cassiopeia and Auriga MHO catalogue
From the investigated 51 groups of H2 features, 46 (90 %) are found to contain emission knots which most likely are caused by shock excitation from jets and outflows from young stars. Two of the five groups without MHOs are most likely caused by fluorescently excited molecular cloud edges. Two further objects are most likely variable stars (note that the H2 and K-band images are taken up to several years apart), and one object seems to be an image artefact from a bright star. In total there are 15 (8 %) individual H2 features, originally classified as 'jet' in Froebrich et al. (2015) that after detailed investigation have been judged not to be shock excited emission. The majority (12 or 6.4 %) are most likely associated with fluorescently excited molecular cloud edges. Only 3 (1.6 %) of the H2 features are artefacts or variable stars. Thus, even given the small sample size, one can conclude that the full UWISH2 catalogue from Froebrich et al. (2015) contains fewer than 2 % false positive detections of H2 features, and the fraction of misclassified 'jet' features in the catalogue is well below 10 %.
In the 46 groups with jet/outflow-like features we have identified 98 individual MHOs. Thus, the average number of outflows per jet group is about two. Hence, scaled up to the full UWISH2 catalogue there will be about 1500 outflows from young stars. We have overplotted the positions of all MHOs on the CO data from Dame et al. (2001) in Fig. 1 . As expected, the objects are mostly concentrated towards the high column density CO features. They are also clustered in groups of a few, similar to what has been found in previous studies along the Galactic plane in Serpens and Aquila by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012a) .
There are 57 (58 %) bipolar and 17 (17 %) single-sided outflows amongst the 98 MHOs. For the remaining 24 (24 %) MHOs, which are groups of or individual H2 knots, no convincing source candidate could be identified. Driving source candidates have been identified for all the bipolar and single-sided objects. Note that all MHOs in this regions are new discoveries. Potentially the only known outflow might be MHO 2982 with the source candidate AFGL 490-iki (IRAS 03234+5843) which has been discovered as a roughly North-South orientated CO-outflow in Lyder et al. (1998) . The H2 detection in our data coincides with the redshifted lobe of the CO data.
Many of the MHOs have H2 emission knots which are not included in the full UWISH2 catalogue. However, only four of the MHOs (4 %) had none of their H2 knots in the catalogue. Thus, the list of Froebrich et al. (2015) has a completeness of the order of 95 % or higher for H2 emitting jets and outflows from young stars brighter than the UWISH detection limit.
In Table A1 we list all the properties of the identified MHOs. This includes the following: i) the MHO number; ii) Right Ascension of the object; iii) Declination of the object; iv) Length of the outflow lobe(s); v) Position angle of the outflow lobe(s) from North over East; vi) Flux of the outflow lobe(s) or knots; vii) Type of outflow (B -bipolar, S -single-sided, K -single or group of knots without apparent source candidate); viii) Is the MHO associated with cluster or group of stars? ix) Source candidate identification; x) Likelihood PS that source candidate is the real driving source; xi) -xiii) Near-infrared JHK magnitudes of the source candidate; xiv) -xvii) Mid-infrared WISE magnitudes of the source candidate; xviii) -xxii) Is there a detection of the source candidate in the following surveys/catalogues: G -UKIDSS GPS, 2 -2MASS, W -WISE, A -AKARI, I -IRAS? In the Appendix table we also show the H2-K difference and JKH2 colour composite images for all MHOs together with some additional notes on each object.
The driving source properties
We have identified a driving source candidate for 74 (76 %) of the MHOs, i.e. for all the single-sided and bipolar outflows. Note that some MHOs have the same source candidate (e.g. MHO 1070 MHO , 1071 MHO , 1072 . Even if we could not find a convincing source candidate for the remaining MHO objects, it is possible to judge whether the driving source is likely to be in a group or cluster of stars, or isolated. In total 40 (41 %) of the potential driving sources are associated with clusters or groups of stars, while 58 (59 %) seem to be isolated. As the majority of the young protostars (α > 0) and CTTSs (α < 0) are situated in clusters a larger fraction of potential driving sources are expected to be associated with clusters. A similar result has been found for outflows in Orion A by Davis et al. (2009) . This seems to indicate that either clustered star formation inhibits the formation of outflows or that due to the shortness and early onset (a larger fraction of protostars drive outflows compared to CTTSs) of the outflow active state, the sources in clusters identifiable in the NIR data are simply older than the isolated sources. Thus, the observed percentages could simply reflect an evolutionary trend. This is somewhat supported by the fact that 28 % of sources in clusters are in the younger group, while this is the case for 41 % of the isolated sources.
In total we have identified 15 as-yet unknown cluster candidates and seven apparent groups of YSOs near the MHOs in the survey area. Several of these new clusters are compact and associated with IRAS sources. We list their positions, apparent radii and the estimated number of cluster members visible in the NIR images in Table 1 . Our distinction of 'clusters' and 'groups' has been based on the number of potential members as well as the distribution of them. Where the distribution appears circular the object is classified as cluster even if the number of visible members is low. If the number of members is low and they seem to be following a more 'filamentary' distribution the object is classified as a group. Note that we have not performed an exhaustive, complete search for clusters in the entire survey area discussed here. Thus, the number of so far undiscovered clusters in the survey area is potentially much higher.
Of all driving source candidates 59 (80 %) have a WISE detection in all four filters. The classification of the objects based on the WISE fluxes following (Majaess 2013) shows that 10 (17 %) have positive slopes (α), while 49 (83 %) have a negative slope of the SED, indicating a mix of CTTSs and protostars as the driving sources for the detected outflows. We also investigated the NIR colours of the sources. For 23 (31 %) objects we found a 2MASS counterpart, and 35 (47 %) are detected in GPS. Figure 2 shows the NIR colour-colour diagram of all the source candidates. Most objects are below or at the bottom of the reddening band, indicating CTTSs and protostars as driving sources.
In total 23 (31 %) of the source candidates have more than one K-band detection (i.e. GPS and 2MASS) and we investigate their K-band variability between the two surveys. Of these objects, 16 (70 %) show a variability of more than 0.1 mag, and 4 (17 %) vary by more than 0.5 mag over a typical timescale of several years. Only 4 objects have two epochs of observations in GPS, none of them varies by more than 0.1 mag between these two epochs. 
The MHO properties
40 MHOs have potential source candidates inside or associated with (nearby, potentially triggered SF) young clusters, while 58 MHOs have potential sources with no apparent connection to a clustered environment. Of the bipolar objects, 24 (42 %) are associated with clusters and 33 (58 %) are not. Hence the visibility of one or two of the outflow lobes does not depend on the environment. Note that "clustered environment" in this region typically refers to clusters or groups with 10 -50 NIR visible stars and not massive clusters (with a few exceptions).
Jet/Outflow orientation
We have measured the position angle of all single-sided and bipolar outflows as the angle between the vector pointing from the source candidate along the outflow lobe and the North direction (towards East). For bipolar outflows the position angles of the two lobes are measured separately and are averaged. In a final step the position angles are taken modulus 180
• . In Fig. 3 we show the distributions of the position angles separated for single-sided and bipolar outflows.
The distribution shows no apparent inhomogeneities. We used a 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to investigate if the position angles are in agreement with a homogeneous distribution of angles between 0
• and 180
• . For the bipolar outflows we find a probability p > 0.9999 that the position angle distribution and a homogeneous distribution are drawn from the same parent sample. For the single-sided outflows we find p = 0.986 and for all outflows combined p = 0.997. Furthermore, p = 0.988 that the position angle distribution for bipolar and single-sided outflows is drawn from the same parental distribution. We also determined the vector representing the mean position angles (taken as unit vectors) and of all lobes of the bipolar outflows. This mean angle vector Table 1 . Summary table listing the properties of the newly discovered clusters and groups of stars near the MHOs. We list: i) The cluster ID; ii) The cluster Right Ascension (J2000) in degrees; iii) The cluster Declination (J2000) in degrees; iv) The apparent cluster radius in arcminutes; v) C -object most likely a cluster; G -object most likely just a small group of stars; vi) Estimated number of near-infrared visible members; vii) ID numbers of MHOs with driving sources in the cluster; viii) Notes on each object such as the association with known objects. has a length of 0.009 units, hence showing as well that the position angles are homogeneously distributed. We also investigate the differences in position angles for the two sides of the bipolar outflows. Typically the outflows are straight, with a median difference in the position angles between the two lobes of 5.0
• . There are only a few objects (8/57) for which the two sides have a position angle difference of more than 10
• . In total 12 (12 %) of the MHOs are part of X-shaped regions (e.g. MHO 1092 MHO , 1093 MHO , 1094 where there seem to be two or more outflows originating from the same source at about 90
• from each other. Lee et al. (2016) have shown that binary outflows seem to be orientated randomly or even preferentially perpendicular with respect to each other. Hence, all these groups could be originating from binaries. Another typical sign for a binary source is precession of the outflow. In total there are only 4 MHOs with clear signs of precession. Half of them are part of the X-shaped regions.
Jet/Outflow length
We have measured the lengths of both outflow lobes in all the bipolar objects identified. In Fig. 4 we show the length ratio (RL), which we define as the ratio of the length of the shorter lobe and the length of the longer lobe. Hence, completely symmetrical objects have a length ratio of one, and all values are between zero and one. As one can see, there is an almost homogeneous distribution of RL values between 0.6 and 1.0. The median length ratio of all bipolar objects is RL = 0.72. Hence, the typical bipolar outflow is somewhat asymmetric. However, highly asymmetric objects are rare. For example there are only 12/57 = 21 % of objects with RL < 0.5, and a large fraction of these have low probability source candidates.
We find that p = 0.135 when we test if the RL distributions for bipolar objects in and not in clusters are drawn from the same parent distribution. There seems to be a slightly higher fraction of asymmetric objects associated with clusters. If the structure of the environment is responsible for the formation of bright H2 knots, then a more clumpy interstellar medium (expected near clusters) would lead to more asymmetric length ratios. However, as evident from Fig. 4 most of the driving source candidates of the asymmetric outflows have a low source probability. Hence there is currently no statistically significant difference in the asymmetry distribution of outflows from clustered sources and isolated objects.
Jet/Outflow length distribution
In the left panel of Fig. 5 we show the distribution of projected lobe lengths for the outflows, separated into bipolar and single-sided ob- jects. As expected there are more shorter outflows than longer ones. It seems that the fraction of longer outflow lobes is increased for the single-sided objects. But small number statistics is an issue and a KS-test is also indecisive. We find p = 0.53 that both distributions are drawn from the same parent sample. Note that some of this could be explained by potential systematic misidentification of driving sources for the single-sided objects.
As most of the literature uses the total lengths of jets and outflows (end-to-end for bipolars and source-to-end of single-sided objects) to investigate the length distributions we compare them in the right panel of Fig. 5 . As one can see, the total length distribution for the bipolars differs significantly from the lobe length distribution. There are far fewer short objects when measuring the total length. The KS-test shows that the total length distribution of the singlesided and the bipolar outflows are most likely drawn from different distributions (p = 0.18). Hence, mixing the two types of objects into a common length distribution should be avoided. Furthermore, due to the typical asymmetry of the bipolar jets (see Sect. 3.3.2), the lobe length and total length distributions of the bipolars are very different (p = 4.644 × 10 −4 ). We compare the lobe length distribution of the bipolar outflows with sources associated with clusters and those not. The two distributions are shown as histograms in Fig. 4 . The fraction of objects with a short lobe length is much higher for objects not associated with clusters. The KS-test results in p = 0.0014 that the distributions are from the same parent sample. Hence, the more isolated bipolar outflows seem to be shorter. Indeed the median lobe length for clustered objects is 0.22 pc, while for the non-clustered objects the median is only 0.09 pc, less than half. This, to some extent, can be explained by the larger fraction of highly asymmetric outflows found to be associated with clusters (see Sect. 3.3.2). Hence, objects associated with clusters will have one of their lobes much longer than the average. There is a possibility that some of this is a distance bias, i.e. apparently isolated objects are more distant, and hence the clusters are not visible. We cannot rule this out entirely, as there are no individual distances for all objects and the distance measurement method applied by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012b) will not work in this area due to the lack of sufficient foreground stars.
We also tested if the lobe length distributions for outflows from younger and older driving sources are different. The KS test is indecisive leading to p = 0.55 − 0.65, depending on whether all lobe lengths or only the bipolar outflows are considered. The only slight difference between the two groups of lobe lengths is that most of the longest (> 0.5 pc) lobes are associated with older driving sources.
Gaps between H2 knots
In Fig. 6 we show the distribution of gaps between the main (isolated) H2 emission knots in the jets and outflows. These larger knots represent either major mass ejection/accretion events or the position of denser regions in the environment. The median gap is about 0.19 pc, and the mean is 0.25 pc, which converts to about 2 -3 kyr between the knots at the assumed distance of 2 kpc and a projected transversal speed of 80 km/s (assumed to be constant). There is a range of the most common knot gaps between 0.05 pc and 0.25 pc, corresponding to 1 -3 kyr between ejections. These numbers are similar to what has been found for outflows in Serpens and Aquila by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012b) , who showed that the typical gaps between large H2 knots correspond to 1 -2 kyr.
As seen in Sect. 3.3.3, the dynamical timescales of the outflow lobes, estimated from their typical total lengths, amount to values that range from the above determined few kyr to about 10 kyr for the parsec scale outflows. Hence, if the main knots in outflows are generated by major mass ejection events, then they should occur typically every few kyr for the jet-driving young stellar objects. Given the estimates for the FU-Ori occurrence rates of 5 -50 kyr (Scholz et al. 2013) , it is highly unlikely that FU-Ori type events are the cause of the main H2 knots. Similarly, EX-Ors are also not suitable candidates for causing these knots, as these bursts repeat semi-regularly every one to ten years. We separated the gaps in the outflows based on the slope of the spectral energy distribution of the driving source. We use α = -0.5 as the separator of young and old objects. The two distributions for the gaps between knots are also shown in Fig. 6 , where each main bin is separated into the two bins for younger and older sources. While the basic distributions seem to look the same, they are in fact different (p = 0.14). Both the mean and median gap sizes decrease by 70 % from the younger to the older driving sources. Of the ten largest gaps between knots, only one of them is associated with an older driving source.
Despite the low p-value it is not clear if this difference is caused by small number statistics or indeed real. In a future paper we will study the outflows in the Cygnus X region, where we have identified between four and five times as many objects as in Cassiopeia and Auriga. One would expect that younger sources have a higher frequency of accretion bursts and hence mass ejection events (e.g. Vorobyov & Basu (2006) ). Thus, the gaps between knots should be, on average, smaller in outflows from younger driving sources if the typical ejection speeds are comparable. Even if the density structure near the driving sources governs the H2 knot formation, one would expect a more clumpy medium near younger sources and hence smaller gaps between knots.
One can combine the results from Sect. 3.3.3 (longer outflows originate more commonly from older sources) and this section (there are smaller gaps between knots in outflows from older objects). This leads to the conclusion that on average, there are more knots per outflow lobe length in the outflows from older sources. Thus, even considering potentially variable speeds for the ejection of material, the frequency of the formation of larger H2 knots is higher for older driving sources. Note that this is based on small number statistics and will be revisited in our future paper discussing the outflows identified in Cygnus X. Furthermore, there is a possibility that some of the knots from younger sources are not detected due to higher extinction levels. Figure 7 shows that there is no correlation between flux ratio and length ratio of the two lobes in bipolar outflows. Both ratios are estimated as the values (length or flux) of the short side divided by the value of the long side, hence all length ratios are less than one. About half of the bipolar objects have a flux ratio less than one and half a flux ratio larger than one. This percentage also does not depend on the flux itself. Essentially, the brightness ratio of the two lobes in bipolar jets/outflows is statistically independent of the length ratio of the same two lobes.
Jet/Outflow flux distribution
In Fig. 8 we show the flux distributions of all H2 knots (right panel) as well as the flux distributions of all outflow lobes (left panel). Generally the flux distributions are better fit by exponentials than power laws, due to a number of bright 'outliers'. They are too frequent for the entire distribution to be power laws and are caused by some of the very long outflows in our sample. Generally the rms of the power law fits are about twice as high as for the exponential fits of the distributions. Essentially distributions start to deviate from power laws at fluxes above 15 × 10 −18 W m −2 for the individual H2 knots and 30×10 −18 W m −2 for the fluxes in the outflow lobes. When fit by power laws, the lobe flux distribution follows N ∝ F −0.5 while the flux distribution of the individual knots in the outflows is a bit steeper with N ∝ F −0.6 . These numbers do not change if only those objects below the above quoted flux limits are used for the fits. However, in these cases the exponential fits are still resulting in a lower rms. Generally the power law exponents are in agreement with the values for the luminosity distributions of outflows in Serpens and Aquila by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012b) who found N ∝ F −0.5...−0.7 . Note that these are measured as a mix of bipolar and single-sided outflows.
The measured fluxes of the outflows can be converted into luminosities with our assumed distance for all objects of 2 kpc. In this case, a flux of 5 × 10 −18 W m −2 (corresponding to the median lobe flux in our sample) converts to about 0.6 × 10 −3 L in the 1 -0 S(1) line of H2. This median luminosity is at the faint end of the luminosity distribution of outflows investigated along the Galactic plane in Serpens and Aquila by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012b) . This is caused by the fact that the typical distances for the objects in this study were 3 -5 kpc (compared to our 2 kpc) while the median flux of the two samples is almost identical. Thus, the MHO sample investigated here includes a number of intrinsically fainter objects that fell below the detection limit in the study by Ioannidis & Froebrich (2012b) . However, the number of MHOs with a brightness above 10 −3 L , normalised to the distance-corrected projected survey area is comparable in both studies. In Cassiopeia and Auriga this number is only about 30 % lower than in Serpens and Aquila.
We investigated if the evolutionary stage (α) of the driving sources influences the flux distributions. However, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 8 there are no differences in the flux distribution of H2 knots of outflows from younger and older driving sources (p = 0.94). Similarly the flux distribution for the outflow lobes of younger and older driving sources are similar with p = 0.93.
The right-hand side histogram in Fig. 8 also indicates that our completeness limit for the detection of outflow knots is of the order of 10 −18 W m −2 . This compares well with the estimated 5 σ surface brightness detection limit in UWISH2 of 4.1 × 10 −19 W m −2 arcsec −2 (Froebrich et al. 2015) , since most of the knots are extended over more than a few square arcseconds.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analysed the population of jets and outflows from young stars in a 35.5 square degree region along the Galactic Plane in Cassiopeia and Auriga utilising H2 imaging data from the UWISH2 survey (Froebrich et al. 2011 ) and the catalogue of potential jet/outflow features from Froebrich et al. (2015) . In the investigated area we have identified 98 Molecular Hydrogen emission-line Objects, i.e. potential jets and outflows from young stars, all of which are new discoveries. When scaled up to the entire UWISH2 survey, we thus expect a total sample of about 1500 MHOs for analysis.
The detected MHOs are classified as bipolar outflows (60 %), single-sided outflows (20 %) and individual or small groups of H2 knots (20 %). Comparing the number of identified MHOs to the automatically generated and classified catalogue of UWISH2-detected H2 features, we can conclude that the catalogue from Froebrich et al. (2015) contains much less than 10 % of false positives amongst the H2 features classified as jets and outflows from young stars. Most of these false positives can be attributed to fluorescently excited edges of molecular clouds. The entire H2 feature catalogue contains only 2 % of false positives, i.e. features that are not caused by emission from H2. These are mostly variable stars and image artefacts. Finally, the catalogue of jet/outflow features in Froebrich et al. (2015) is complete at the 95 % level for objects above the UWISH2 detection limit. Only a small number of low surface brightness features detectable in the UWISH2 data have not been included in the automatically generated catalogue.
We could identify driving source candidates for about 75 % of the MHOs and about 40 % of these objects are associated with groups or clusters of stars, while the remaining 60 % seem to be more isolated, indicating that clustered star formation could inhibit the formation of detectable larger outflows. We have identified 15 new star cluster candidates near the MHOs in the survey area. Of the WISE detected driving source candidates, about 20 % have positive slopes of their SED, i.e. are protostellar source candidates, while the remaining 80 % are most likely CTTSs. This is also supported by their NIR colours. 70 % of the driving sources with multiple NIR K-band detections (UKIDSS GPS and 2MASS) show a variability of more than 0.1 mag and about 20 % of the sources vary by more than 0.5 mag over a timescale of several years.
The position angles of the identified outflows have a 99.99 % probability to be drawn from a homogeneous distribution. For the typical bipolar outflow the two lobes have position angles within 5
• . About 10 % of the MHOs form X-shaped outflows which could be originating from binary sources (Lee et al. 2016) .
The length ratio (short over long) of the lobes of the bipolar outflows have typical values between 0.6 and 1.0, with a median of 0.72. Only about 20 % of objects are highly asymmetric with length ratios of less than 0.5. The flux ratios (short over long) typically show a much wider spread (between 0.2 and 5.0) and are not correlated with the length ratio.
We measured the length of all outflow lobes and investigated their distributions. We find that the length measurements typically used in the literature (end-to-end for bipolar outflows and sourceto-end for single-sided flows) should be avoided. This is due to the typical asymmetry of the bipolar outflows. It causes the lobe length distributions and total length distributions to be different with a probability of 99.95 %. There is no apparent difference in the lobe length distributions of outflows from younger and older driving source candidates.
The dynamical timescales of the outflows are up to 10 kyr, while the typical timescales associated with the gaps of large H2 knots in the lobes correspond to 1 -3 kyr. This indicates that neither FU-Ori or EX-Ori style outbursts are likely to be responsible for the formation of the larger H2 knots seen in the typical outflows. Potentially the population of recently identified NIR eruptive variables, or MNors, with properties in-between FU-Ori and EX-Ori objects, could be the cause for the H2 knot formation, if their asyet unknown occurrence rate has the correct timescale.
The flux distributions of H2 knots and outflow lobes is generally better fit by an exponential than by a power law. This is caused by a increased number of bright knots and lobes (above 30 × 10 −18 W m −2 ) compared to the expectation for a power law distribution. There are no differences in the flux distribtions for outflows from younger or older driving sources. The completeness limit for the detection of H2 knots in the outflows is estimated as 10 −18 W m −2 . The number of H2 bright (> 10 −3 L in the 1 -0 S(1) line) outflows per square parsec in Aquila is comparable to investigations in the inner Galactic Plane.
In a future paper we will investigate these trends for a much larger sample of MHOs detected in the Cygnus X region where we expect a four-to five-fold increase in the number of MHOs. This will also be used to investigate if any of the trends are caused by environmental effects. Table A1 : Summary table of the MHO properties and their respective candidate driving sources. The table contains the following columns: i) the MHO number; ii) Right Ascension of the object (J2000) in degrees; iii) Declination of the object (J2000) in degrees; iv) Length of the outflow lobe(s) in degrees; v) Position angle of the outflow lobe(s) in degrees from North over East; vi) Integrated flux of the outflow lobe(s) or knots; vii) Type of outflow (B -bipolar, S -single-sided, K -single or group of knots without apparent source candidate); viii) Is the MHO associated with cluster or group of stars? ix) Source candidate identification; x) Likelihood PS that source candidate is the real driving source in percent; xi) -xiii) Near-infrared JHK magnitudes of the source candidate; xiv) -xvii) Mid-infrared WISE magnitudes of the source candidate; xviii) -xxii) Is there a detection of the source candidate in the following surveys/catalogues: G -UKIDSS GPS, 2 -2MASS, W -WISE, A -AKARI, I -IRAS?
There are two values for all bipolar MHOs, one for each outflow lobe;
The unit of the fluxes is 10
The first number refers to the magnitude in UKIDSS GPS, the second number to 2MASS. Note that same 2MASS detections might be blends of several sources. There are 4 objects with 2 GPS K-band epochs, we only list the first one in these cases as there is no variability above the 0.1 mag level between the two epochs in all cases. MHO Position (J2000) Length 
